
  6. Pattern Extract Form Instructions 
 

B
efore you start 

（Start from ② if you conduct point course）. Please print necessary amount of this 
form and use them.  
In order to draw up the form, cut 2. Actual Case Form by actual case and make 
actual case cards. Following the standard whether it is corresponding or not, divide 
actual case cards by groups and make groups of actual case. It is acceptable if you 
make a group that has only one actual case. If you want to put one actual case into 
some groups, please copy and use it. Go on to ② if you can make only one group. 
You need as many 6. Pattern Extract Form as numbers of actual case groups. Please 
print the cards and put reference numbers to two blanks in the form.  

① Attach the actual case cards on this form by actual case groups.（You can staple or 
transcribe them.）   

② Focus on general relationship（a way of how things work） in actual case groups, and 
express key points in a single sentence (the sentence you are making is called 
pattern).  By actual case groups, find patterns common to groups and express them. 
If it is only one case, find the pattern in the case and express. When you can have 
multiple patterns, itemize and line them up. From one activity, you can extract 
various numbers of things /cases. After writing down enough amounts of words, you 
can finish this process.  

③ Choose one pattern that expresses characteristics of actual case group (if a group 
has only one actual case, choose the case in it) the most clearly. If it is only one 
pattern, transcribe it. Then, write reference numbers in the form.  

④ If numbers of forms exceed the mark, merge the forms that are similar in meaning 
to.  



 The actual case groups that are collected in Pattern Extract Form are called pattern cluster. 

Cluster means a bunch. One pattern cluster expresses one aspect of felt sense (feeling 

sensation). From one felt sense, you can make many aspects In this website, the mark has been 

set depending on the course you may implement. Numbers of actual case groups that can be 

criteria are below.   

When numbers of forms fall below the mark, you can go on to next step. If numbers of forms 

exceed the mark, merge the forms that are similar in meaning to, and keep merging till numbers 

of groups fall below the mark. If it exceeds the mark even you merge, change the course. Go on 

to Large Course if you cannot reduce numbers of groups to 15 or less. Reattach the patterns y 

merged groups to the form. Attach the pattern that expresses characteristics of actual case 

group clearly by referring to pattern ② and ③ of the form.  

＜Mark of actual case groups by each course＞ 

Point Course （1 group） 

スピードコース（2 groups） 

Standard Small Course（2〜４ groups） 

Standard Medium Course（5〜７ groups） 

Standard Large Course（8〜15 groups） 

 

＊For people conducting 「Point Course ２」「Speed Course ２」 

The feeling sensation (sensation that has meaningful things) that you can focus on the 

experiences targeted as your theme is called Felt Sense. In this website, felt sense indicates 

the felt sense of practical Japanese language teaching experiences.  

 


